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The IceCube neutrino observatory has established the existence of an astrophysical diffuse neu-
trino component above∼ 100TeV. This discovery was made using the high-energy starting event
sample, which uses the outer layer of instrumented volume as a veto to significantly reduce atmo-
spheric background. We present the latest astrophysical neutrino flux measurement using high-
energy starting events. This latest iteration of the analysis extends the sample by 1.5 years for a
total of 7.5years, updates the event properties with newer models of light transport in the glacial
ice, and has an improved systematic treatment. As part of this new analysis, we report on com-
patibility of our observations with detailed isotropic flux models proposed in the literature as well
as the standard generic models such as single, double power-law scenarios. We find that none of
the tested models are substantially preferred with respect to a single power law.
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1. Introduction
It has been more than one hundred years since Victor Hess discovered cosmic rays. Since
then cosmic rays have been carefully characterized by studying the showers they produce when
interacting in the Earth’s atmosphere and also by direct measurements in outer space. Even
though much progress has been made in measuring their energy distribution, composition, and
arrival distribution, their sources remain a mystery. This is mainly due to the fact that galactic
and extragalactic magnetic fields deflect cosmic rays in transit obscuring their origin. The most
promising way of discovering the sources of the cosmic rays relies on observing other cosmic
messengers that are not deflected by magnetic fields such as gamma-rays and neutrinos.
Neutrinos play a unique role in this puzzle as they not only point to their point of production,
but are far less likely to be absorbed in transit, which is in contrast to gamma-rays which have
a galactic scale mean free path at PeV energies. Large-scale neutrino detectors like the IceCube
South Pole Neutrino Observatory are capable of observing neutrinos in the 10 TeV to 10 PeV energy
range where a signal of astrophysical neutrinos is discernable from atmospheric background. We
present an update to the selection and analysis of IceCube’s High Energy Starting Events (HESE),
a sample of high energy neutrinos with interaction vertices contained within the detector fiducial
volume. Previously this sample was analyzed with two [1], three [2], four [3], and six [4] years
of data, leading to the discovery of a high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux. This work extends
the sample with an additional one and a half years of data for a total of 2635 days of livetime, but
primarily improves the description of atmospheric background and the treatment of uncertainties.
The analysis is performed using binned likelihood based statistical techniques, where cascades,
tracks, and double-cascades are binned separately. There are 10 bins in cos(θz) and 20 bins in
log(Edeposited) for tracks and cascades for a total of 200 bins per morphology. Double-cascades
are split into 10 bins in log(Lreco) and 20 bins in log(Edeposited) for a total of 200 bins. Where θz
is the reconstructed zenith angle, Edeposited is the reconstructed deposited energy, and Lreco is the
reconstructed distance between energy depositions.
2. Analysis Improvements
2.1 Event Categorization
Most often IceCube events are categorized into two morphologies – cascades and tracks – which
provide a handle on the astrophysical neutrino flavor composition[5, 6, 7], but this morphological
classification misses a third morphology accessible above 10 TeV produced by charged-current ντ
interactions [8]. This work now includes a dedicated search for tau neutrino double-bang events,
described in [9], which classifies events into three morphologies: tracks, cascades, and double-
cascades. This additional information provides a better handle on the flavor content of the flux.
Inline with the addition of this new event category, we also include an additional observable: the
reconstructed distance between the cascades in a double-cascade event.
2.2 Background Modelling
Previous analysis iterations only allowed the normalizations of various components and the
spectral index of the astrophysical components to vary. These were: Φprompt for the normalization
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of the flux of atmospheric neutrinos produced by charmed hadrons, Φconv for the normalization of
those produced by pions and kaons called the “conventional flux”, and Φµ for the normalization
of penetrating atmospheric muons in the sample [10]. The first improvement implemented in this
work is the addition of model parameters that modify the atmospheric model templates used in
the analysis. We introduce three parameters: RK/pi , 2ν/(ν+ ν¯)atmo, and ∆γCR. RK/pi alters the
relative contribution of pions and kaons to the atmospheric neutrino flux, providing an effective
treatment of the atmospheric production uncertainties in the energy range we are concerned with.
2ν/(ν+ ν¯)atmo alters the relative contribution of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos from the atmospheric
flux. Finally, ∆γCR modifies the spectrum of the atmospheric neutrino component to account for
uncertainties in the cosmic ray spectrum. These extensions of the background model account for
much of the background modelling uncertainty. Additionally, this work includes an update of the
coincident penetrating muon atmospheric neutrino veto probability calculation [11]. In this sample
the primary effect of the update to the veto calculation is a reduction of the expected number of
atmospheric events in the down-going region. This reduction is small for the atmospheric neutrino
flux from pions and kaons, and larger for contributions that come from the prompt decay of charmed
hadrons [11]. The contribution from neutrinos produced by charmed hadrons is small relative
to the others, and so this improvement does not significantly change the fit of the astrophysical
parameters [10].
2.3 Detector Systematics
Aside from updates to the atmospheric neutrino flux modelling, we also account for the most
relevant detector response uncertainties. Through calibration efforts, IceCube has been able to
measure the absolute efficiency of its optical modules [12]; however uncertainty in this measurement
translates into non-negligible uncertainty in the energy scale. To account for this, we introduce an
efficiency parameter (εDOM) that modifies the photon detection efficiency relative to the baseline
of each optical module. In a similar vein, there is uncertainty in the angular acceptance of the
modules that depends on the properties of the local ice surrounding them. We introduce another
parameter to the model, εhead-on, which varies the head-on angular acceptance of the modules;
see [12, 13, 14] for details. The last detector systematic included is the strength of the ice anisotropy,
as, which primarily affects the reconstructed length of double cascades as a function of their angle
with respect to the anisotropy axis [15]. The effect of these parameters on the expected event rate is
then computed by producing variants of the simulation for a discrete set of these parameters as in the
case of εDOM and εhead-on, or by modifying the assumptions in the reconstruction as in the case of
as. The relative change in event rate associated with these parameters is approximated by a b-spline
fit [16, 17] to the simulation changes with respect to the nominal simulation and reconstruction.
This continuous parameterization is then used to reweight the nominal simulation. In doing this we
ignore correlations between these systematic effects [18].
2.4 Simulation Statistical Uncertainty
Statistical uncertainties from the limited simulation sample size are non-negligible. Relative
statistical uncertainty of the various neutrino component expectations are small. However, atmo-
spheric muon simulation is of small size and dominates the statistical uncertainty in some bins. In
such bins the statistical errors from data and simulation are comparable. To account for this, we use
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a likelihood based method that incorporates simulation statistical uncertainties [19]. This method
ensures that the uncertainties in the final analysis results account for statistical deficiencies.
3. Characterizing the Diffuse Flux
To date, the precise origin and production mechanism of astrophysical neutrinos remains
unknown. As a simplifying assumption in this work we assume that the incident astrophysical
neutrino flux is isotropic, equal between neutrino flavors, and equal between neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos. These assumptions are reasonable given that, due to the finite energy resolution of the
experiment and unknown source distance, neutrino oscillations are expected to yield very close to
equal amounts of each flavor [20, 21]. Finally, the isotropy is justified as, at the moment, there is no
observational evidence for anisotropy in the high-energy neutrino sky [22, 23]. In light of this, we
test a variety of assumptions for the astrophysical neutrino energy spectrum; the results of which
are summarized in Tbl. 1. We split the discussion of these results into three parts depending on the
assumed spectral model: the benchmark single power-law model, other generic models, and specific
models from the literature.
For frequentist results we will use the maximum likelihood estimator, of the profile likelihood,
and Wilks’ theorem to quote confidence regions. In the model comparison table we report the Bayes
factor for each scenario we consider. The Bayes factor is defined as the ratio between the evidence
of the alternative and null hypotheses, where the evidence is the integral of the posterior distribution
with respect to all model parameters. Namely
B =
∫
d~η LAlt(~η)∫
d~ηd~ΦLNull(~Φ,~η)
, (3.1)
where ~η are the nuisance parameters, and ~Φ are the two parameters of the single power law. These
Bayes factors can be understood as follows. If one assumes non-committal priors, the rejection of
the null hypothesis with respect to the alternative corresponds to an odds of one inB. In all cases,
the null hypothesis is the single power-law model. We consider alternative scenarios that include
only the specified model on its own, and scenarios where the specified model is accompanied by
a power-law component. For scenarios that are accompanied by a power-law component, we also
report the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator of the power-law parameters and the 68.3%
highest posterior density regions (HPD).
3.1 Single power law
The single power-law model has two free parameters: normalization of the flux (Φastro) and
spectral index (γastro). For this model the energy spectrum is
dΦ6ν
dE
=Φastro
(
Eν
100TeV
)−γastro
·10−18 [GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1], (3.2)
where 100 TeV is an arbitrary pivot point chosen to allow comparison with previous results, and
both Φastro and Φ6ν are in terms of the flux summed over all neutrino species.
We obtain a best-fit astrophysical spectral index (γastro) of 2.89+0.2−0.19 and a best fit astrophysical
normalization (Φastro) of 6.45+1.46−0.46 where the errors correspond to the 68.3% confidence interval
4
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IceCube Preliminary
IceCube Preliminary
Figure 1: Deposited energy and reconstructed cosθ distributions. Data are shown as black crosses and
the best-fit expectation as a stacked histogram with each color specifying a flux component: astrophysical
(golden), conventional atmospheric as mentioned above (red), and penetrating muons (purple); the best fit
prompt normalization is zero and is not shown. Left: distributions of observed and expected events as a
function of the reconstructed deposited energy. Events below 60 TeV (light blue vertical line) are not included
in the fit, but one sees good data-MC agreement extending into this energy range. Right: distribution of
observed and expected best-fit events as a function of the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle.
in the aforementioned frequentist construction. These best-fit parameters are compatible with the
previous analysis using six [4] years of data. Figure 1 shows the data compared to the expected
number of events assuming the best-fit parameters, as a function of the reconstructed deposited
energy (left) and the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle (right). The relatively flat distribution
in the cosine of the zenith angle cannot be reproduced by the atmospheric background components
alone, leading to the high significance of the astrophysical component reported in previous analyses
with respect to an atmospheric background only hypothesis.
IceCube Preliminary
Figure 2: Best fit parameters for the single power
law. Contours in blue represent results from this work,
while the orange contours show results from IceCube’s
9.5yr diffuse numu sample [24], and the purple con-
tours show results from IceCube’s multi-year cascade
sample [25]. Solid contours represent the 68.3% confi-
dence regions, and dashed contours the 95.4% confi-
dence regions.
In figure 2, the confidence regions for three different IceCube data-sets assuming an unbroken
single power law are shown. The three measurements have distinctly different best-fit points, but
appear to be compatible with each other within their 95.4% regions. In light of this we would like to
consider explanations for the different spectral indices beyond pure statistical variations. However,
as the three data-sets make distinctly different energy cuts, select for different morphological classes
of events, and have very different signal to background ratios in the energy ranges common between
them, it is clear that they may be measuring different portions of the neutrino flux. A possible
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explanation for the different measurements may then be the existence of additional spectral structure.
We consider other models beyond the naïve unbroken power-law assumption on these grounds.
3.2 Other Generic Models
We consider the possibility of two distinct astrophysical components that are both distributed
as power laws in energy, and refer to this as the double power-law model. The differential energy
spectrum is then given by
dΦ6ν
dE
=
[
Φastro1
(
Eν
100TeV
)−γastro1
+Φastro2
(
Eν
100TeV
)−γastro2]
·10−18 [GeV−1cm−2s−1sr−1].
(3.3)
This model has two regions of the phase space in which it is equivalent to the single power-law
model. In tests of this model the 68.3% HPD regions in the relevant two-dimensional projections of
the posterior distribution contain the regions of phase space equivalent to the single power law. On
this basis, we conclude that there is not substantial power in this sample to discriminate between the
double power-law and single power-law models.
3.3 Specific Models
In this work we also compare the observation to models published in the literature. These
models consider the following sources categories: AGN, low-luminosity AGN BLLacs, choked jets
in core-collapse SN, star burst galaxies, low-luminosity BLLacs, and GRBs. For each model we
perform a model comparison with respect to the single power law, which serves as a benchmark
model. To compute the null hypothesis evidence we marginalize over the parameters of the single
power law – i.e. normalization and spectral index – and the analysis nuisance parameters. For the
alternative models we marginalize over the nuisance parameters while keeping the astrophysical
model fixed at its predicted value. The Bayes factors for these comparisons are given in the column
labeled “Model only”. Since some models are not expected to explain the complete astrophysical
component, but only parts of the spectrum, we also perform a model comparison where we compare
the benchmark single power law against one of the ad hoc models with an additional unbroken
power law. The Bayes factors for these comparisons are given in the column labeled “Model + SPL”.
Results of these analyses reported in Tbl. 1 fall into two categories:
• Models that are significantly worse compared to the single power law, and for which the
addition of a single power-law component does not significantly improve the Bayes factor.
• Models that are significantly poorer in comparison to the single power law, but for which the
addition of a single power-law component improves its stance compared to the benchmark
model.
Though some scenarios show preference over the null hypothesis, at the moment, none of the
performed tests report a Bayes factor greater than ten. In Jeffreys’ scale this corresponds to no
strong preference for any of the proposed alternative models [34].
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Model
Model only
Bayes factor
Model + SPL
Bayes factor
Most-likely
SPL γastro
Most-likely
SPL Φastro
Stecker [26] 4.32×10−13 1.45×10−10 3.97+0.54−0.47 4.08+1.8−1.13
Fang et al. [27] 0.281 0.248 3.83+0.81−0.5 2.56
+1.28
−1.44
Kimura et al. (B1) [28] 4.84×10−6 8.38×10−7 4.5+0.5−0.67 0.98+1.04−0.98
Kimura et al. (B4) [28] 3.44×10−4 0.666 2.43+0.31−0.26 1.39+1.18−0.77
Kimura et al. (two component) [28] 1.73×10−4 6.12×10−6 4.15+0.84−0.73 0.0+0.69−0
Padovani et al. [29] 6.20×10−11 3.32×10−7 3.59+0.59−0.34 4.97+1.68−1.46
Senno et al. [30] 0.256 3.52 3.67+0.57−0.62 3.36
+1.56
−1.34
Bartos et al. [31] 1.15×10−14 2.81×10−16 4.25+0.75−0.83 0.0+0.49−0
Tavecchio et al. [32] 0.0730 1.04 3.88+0.65−0.49 3.7
+1.39
−1.48
Biehl et al. [33] 8.66×10−7 0.362 3.35+0.4−0.38 5.09+2.07−1.03
Table 1: Astrophysical neutrino flux model comparison test results. Each row shows the specific model
tested, the Bayes factor of the model on its own, the Bayes factor of the model in conjunction with a power-law
component, the most likely spectral index of the accompanying power-law component with corresponding
68.3% HPD region, and the most likely normalization of the accompanying power-law component with
corresponding 68.3% HPD region. For the “Model + SPL” results the prior factors cancel and so some
improper priors are used. For the “Model only” results all prior factors except those from the single power-law
parameters cancel. In this case we use uniform priors for the astrophysical normalization and astrophysical
spectral index that have ranges of [0,25] and [2,4] respectively.
4. Conclusion
We have performed an updated analysis of seven and a half years of the high-energy starting
event selection. For this analysis, the treatment systematic uncertainties has been greatly improved.
The more relevant improvements are: an improved treatment of the atmospheric neutrino background
components, a new treatment for Monte Carlo statistical uncertainties, and better characterization of
uncertainties in the detector response. In this analysis, we have studied the observed high-energy
astrophysical component by parameterizing it in terms of generic models, such as a single unbroken
power law in energy, and also by comparing it to models in the literature. The best-fit model
parameters for the single power law are in agreement with previous iterations of this analysis and are
not in tension with results from the combined analysis of IceCube data [6] or the analysis of northern
sky through-going muons [35, 25] at the 95 % C.L. Differences between the analysis results may
be a symptom of additional spectral structure, but the samples individually do not have power to
discern this. The double power-law component is not preferred with respect to the single power-law
hypothesis. We also report if there is preference over the benchmark single power-law scenario, for
models of the astrophysical component available in the literature. We find that, at the moment, no
model is significantly preferred compared to the single power-law description.
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